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Lodging  
Residential Platforms & Wellness Focus 

A hot topic among hotel attendees was lodging platforms such as Airbnb 
and HomeAway. Curiously, hoteliers had little negative to say, perhaps 
because they perceive little in the way of threat. Within the luxury realm, 
Airbnb is not expected to have much effect on occupancy and average 
rates. It was taken as a given that certain affluent people would stay in an 
apartment, condo, or villa versus a luxury hotel when traveling or 
vacationing, whether or not they found it through platforms like Airbnb or 
HomeAway; in fact, this was the case long before such services came into 
existence. In the larger picture of leisure travel, markets such as Brooklyn 
and San Francisco are likely going to experience more impact from people 
transferring over to Airbnb and similar platforms. Hoteliers and brands 
have responded to the desire of consumers to stay in more residential-
oriented quarters, morphing hotels into more upscale, lifestyle properties 
with new design elements and services that speak to the current 
consumer. 

Another factor catalyzing change 
in the hospitality world is the 
growing trend of health and 
wellness. EVEN Hotels’ Adam 
Glickman and Joe Jackson 
(Corporate Director of Food and 
Beverage for Hyatt) presented 
on how these consumers make 
decisions about travel and 
lodging, and how hotel brands 
are making moves to cater and 
capitalize on them. IHG’s 
recently launched EVEN Hotels brand and Starwood’s Element have been 
widely recognized as pioneers in the emerging field of wellness-focused 
hotels. At least one other legacy hotel company reportedly plans to launch 
a new wellness-focused brand this fall. 

Authenticity 
Design and Experience 

Representatives of 
several major hotel 
brands confirmed that 
hotel design elements 
have shifted toward 
providing a more 
authentic cultural travel 
experience to guests. 
Tristan Dowell and 
Kenneth Villamil spoke to 
Hyatt’s mission to design 
“signature experiences” 
for each of its brands. 
This means moving the 
focus away from stiffer 
design elements such as 
marble staircases, 
centerpiece chandeliers, 
and brand-name beds and instead toward signature experiences through 
its Andaz Salon program, which showcases local wine and beer tastings, 
the work of emerging local artists, and more. These experiences help 
guests connect with a place’s culture in a deliberately barrier-free 
environment. The Park Hyatt brand’s Masters of Food & Wine program 
provides a signature experience to guests through hands-on, interactive 
culinary interactions with leading chefs and masters of a craft or trade. 
Many speakers noted that meeting spaces are transforming as well. 
Andaz’s meeting spaces, coined “Andaz Studios,” now offer a kitchen 
setting. In keeping with the theme of authenticity, this type of adaptive 
design, fueled by customer insights, helps hotels stay competitive.  

Technology 

Every panelist and attendee agreed that guests expect more from their 
hotel when it comes to tapping into technology. Hoteliers are investing in 
better technological systems for their internal operations as well. Network 
connectivity and property-management systems seem to be the top 
technology investments for 2014. Wireless connectivity cost was also a hot 
topic, with news of certain brands making Wi-Fi access free across the 
board. In the big picture, this could be a smart move—discussions at the 
conference suggested that guests are willing to pay a higher rate to have 
free Wi-Fi, but when Wi-Fi comes at a charge to consumers, they tend not 
to opt for it at all.  

Luxury hotels are adopting more 
cutting-edge technologies, 
including tablet interfaces, 
mobile room check-in, computer 
kiosks, and QR codes, all of which 
enhance the guest experience. 
Many guestrooms now feature 
LED lighting, next-generation 
beds, tablet control systems, and 
even interactive mobile 
applications such as the St. Regis 
E-Butler. Luxury brand representatives and stakeholders made it clear 
that they’re trying to tune the technology to personalize guest experience, 
again tying into the theme of authenticity.  

Mr. Villamil of Hyatt said “knowledge is a currency that adds value.” Using 
technology to gather data through all phases of guest interaction, even in 
back-of-house endeavors, helps predict guest behavior and preferences, 
allowing luxury properties to innovate toward a more authentic 
experience. 

Luxury Travel Trends 

STR and STR Global data through August of 2014 show RevPAR for the 
luxury class up 5.1% globally. Jan Freitag reported on the U.S., China, Asia-
Pacific, and Middle East regions, noting that supply has followed the trend 
of seemingly unstoppable demand for luxury hotels in the Middle East. 
Luxury supply growth in the U.S. is also up, especially in New York City. An 
interesting takeaway from STR was that while New York and San 
Francisco are running the same occupancies, there has been 0.0% supply 
growth in San Francisco. This gives San Francisco hotels serious pricing 
power, and Jan predicts we will be seeing plenty of flag changes in the city 
to cope with this unanswered increase in demand.  

Demand amid the luxury segment in the U.S. is not growing as quickly as in 
other global markets, even though occupancy has fully recovered and 
2014 RevPAR levels as of August are the highest since the recession.  

What’s next?  
Four things seem essential for hoteliers in preparation for the future:  

 Watch the China market (including its potential 
housing bubble) 

 Focus on supply growth in your own market 

 Monitor the shifting availability of capital 

 Captivate your audience via social media networks  

In the end, hoteliers, hotel companies, and developers need to take bold 
steps in the way of innovative design and technologies to keep their hotels 
competitive among guests seeking convenience, health and wellness, and 
authenticity.  

 


